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Clavister Gains Traction in Germany with Several 
Critical infrastructure Wins

21st Sept 2022 – Örnsköldsvik, Sweden – Clavister, a leader in European cybersecurity for 
mission-critical applications is expanding its presence in the DACH (Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland) region and is pleased to announce several wins this year including contracts 
with Johannes Diakonie and Stadtwerke Leipzig.

Growing adoption of IoT devices across the globe, combined with the new ‘work from anywhere’ trend 
raise a significant demand to protect the network infrastructure. DACH region is also home to some of 
the large, and advanced IoT technologies, facing cyber threats of both commercial and espionage 
nature. In its annual report, Germany’s Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) states that the 
country faces grave and growing cyber threat as society becomes more digital and affecting 
fundamentals of society like energy and healthcare infrastructure.

Clavister has been long serving the DACH region through close cooperation with channel and local 
partners, offering network security, identity management and zero-trust solutions. Clavister’s 
positioning as trusted European cyber security resonates very well with the critical infrastructure 
providers, especially when Russia’s war on Ukraine has further escalated the cyber threat in the 
region.

Clavister’s recent wins have come from across defence, healthcare/social services (Johannes 
) and energy & utilities ( ) sectors, all part of nation’s critical infrastructure Diakonie Stadtwerke Leipzig

and requiring European produced cyber security. Clavister is a trusted brand that offers complete 
transparency and employs strict data privacy controls, a priority for customers in the DACH region. 
With 25 years of experience and threat awareness in the European cyber security space, Clavister is 
well placed to secure foundations of our society.

“Clavister DACH team understands the evolving threat landscape in the DACH market very well and 
is a strong position to offer Clavister’s whole portfolio with a local team of distributors and channel 
partners”, said John Vestberg, CEO of Clavister. “I am very excited to see our outstanding results in 
this priority region for Clavister and being able to serve our critical infrastructure customers”.

https://www.johannes-diakonie.de/index.html
https://www.johannes-diakonie.de/index.html
https://www.l.de/stadtwerke/
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About Clavister

Clavister is a specialised European cybersecurity company, protecting complex digital businesses for 
more than two decades. Founded and headquartered in Örnsköldsvik, Sweden, Clavister pioneered 
one of the first firewalls and continues to build robust and adaptive cybersecurity solutions since. 
Empowering a growing ecosystem of partners and resellers, we have been serving customers in 
more than 100 countries with 125,000+ deployments across public sector, service provider and 
defence sectors. Network, cloud, mobile, end points - we secure them all.
 
The stock, Clavister Holding AB, is listed at Nasdaq First North Growth Market. FNCA Sweden AB is 
the Company’s Certified Advisor (+46 8-528 00 399, e-mail: )info@fnca.se

For more information or media inquiries contact:

For more information about Clavister, please see:   https://www.clavister.com/
 
For more information or media inquiries contact: Clavister Media Relations: clavister@aspectusgroup.
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